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Abstract
In this paper an improvement of a well-known nature inspired meta-heuristic algorithm is compared with the original algorithm i.e. Multi-Verse Optimizer (MVO).
Multi-Verse Optimizer with Time Freeze Effect (MVOTFE) is compared with original MVO in terms of optimization performance, time taken and convergence behavior.
MVOTFE is first tested with same 19 benchmark test problems that are used by MVO. MVOTFE uses same mathematical model as used by MVO with only addition
of time freeze effect in the algorithm. Comparative analysis suggests that MVOTFE not only outperforms original MVO in 16 out of 19 test problems but also provides
faster convergence in lesser time. As indicated by convergence curves, it also effectively escapes from local optima present in the search space.
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Introduction
In recent years, a number of nature inspired meta-heuristic algorithms
have been proposed for optimization that claims to mimic behaviors of
natural organisms or phenomenons by mathematically modeling their traits.
A variety of swarm based approaches have proven to provide relatively
better and faster results using lesser resources [1]. These swarm based
algorithms belong to Computational Intelligence (CI) area of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) in which collective behavior of birds, animals and other
species is modeled; another approach belonging to CI is Genetic Algorithms
in which concepts of reproduction, natural selection and mutation are
adopted [2,3]. Particle Swarm Algorithm (PSO) [4] is one of the most
famous swarm based algorithms which is inspired by the behavior of birds
flying in a flock.
There are a few common things that are considered by all the algorithms
in this area e.g. exploration and exploitation. All these algorithms strive to
maintain balance between exploration (searching the whole search space
thoroughly) and exploitation (converging to the best solution or global
optimum). Numbers of search agents or swarm size and iterations or
numbers of generations are two important tuneable variables.
In this paper, a variation of Multi-Verse Optimizer is presented and
comparative analysis is performed with original algorithm. Multi-Verse
Optimizer is another meta-heuristic algorithm that is inspired by the concept
of multi-verse in cosmology. MVO has modeled three major concepts of
multi-verse theory i.e. black hole, white whole and wormholes [5]. Multi-Verse
Optimizer with Time Freeze Effect (MVOTFE) utilizes the concept of time
freeze effect which is also regarded as freezing effect in cinematography.
In Time Freeze Effect, time seems to stop for all the characters and screen
is frozen except for one character. MVOTFE utilizes this concept to freeze
the motion of all the search agents except for one agent which is at the best
known position and allows it to explore its vicinity [6]. After that time starts
again and all the agents start working, as they were before, following the
original algorithm of MVO.
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Distribution of this paper is as follows: section 2 provides literature
review of MVO, including the recent improvements and applications of
MVO. Section 3 provides basic understanding of the working of original
MVO. Section 4 discusses improved version i.e. Multi-Verse Optimizer with
Time Freeze Effect. Section 5 provides comparative analysis of MVOTFE
and MVO on benchmark functions. Section 5 concludes the research and
suggests future directions.

Literature Review
In recent years a variety variants have been proposed for MVO and it
has been applied for a number of applications. In 2020 and 2019, following
improvements and applications have been proposed: In [7], K-Means MVO
(KMVO) has been proposed for code storage of DNA, using recent theories
of wormholes and clustering. In [8] Parallel Multi-Verse Optimizer (PMVO)
is presented that uses new communication mechanism and is applied for
multilevel image segmentation. It was also tested for CEC2013 benchmark
functions. In [9] another improvement of MVO namely Link Based multiverse optimizer was proposed that utilized a concept called Neighborhood
Selection Strategy (NSS) and it was applied to text documents clustering.
In [10] authors have used multi-objective MVO for gray scale image
segmentation.
Following are the improvements and applications proposed till 2018. In
[11] authors have used chaotic maps are used to improve MVO and applied
it for feature selection. In [12] MVO is hybridized with random walk and
is applied on Network on chip scheduling problem. In [13] Stud Selection
and Crossover (SSC) is used to improve MVO and is tested on benchmark
functions. In [14] multi-objective version of MVO was proposed and
compared with other multi-objective algorithms on benchmark functions.
In [15] authors improved MVO by introducing exponential function inflation
size and improvement in efficiency and convergence rate was reported. In
[16] concepts from quantum theory were used and in [17] chaotic maps
were used with MVO to apply on engineering optimization problems. In [18]
authors introduced binary version of MVO using percentile binary operator.
As for the applications, [19] used MVO and ANN for intrusion detection,
[20] formulated binarization process of images, [21,22] trained multi-layer
perceptron neural network, [23] optimized parameters of Support Vector
Machine (SVM) and [24] adopted MVO for clustering problems. Above are
the most recent (2019-20) and till 2018 improvements and applications
proposed for MVO algorithm. Most of these focused on the improvement
of efficiency of original algorithm, trying to overcome deficiencies and apply
original or enhanced MVO for specific applications. A book [25] was also
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published about nature inspired algorithms including MVO that provides
description and survey of MVO variants and applications.

TDR = 1 −

Multi-Verse Optimizer
Multi-Verse Optimizer is inspired by cosmological theory of multi-verse
that indicates the existence of multiple universes created by multiple big
bangs. Three concepts that are adopted by MVO from multi-verse theory
are white holes, black holes and wormholes. Black holes and white holes
are used to explore the search space while main purpose of wormholes is
to exploit the optimum. To control the explore and exploit ratio, inflation rate
is introduced that controls the frequency of appearance of black holes and
white holes.
In MVO, a solution is represented as a universe and its variables are
components or objects inside that universe. Each universe has its own
inflation rate, which entails the probability of having white holes and black
holes. Objects can travel from one universe to another through a portal
created by white hole and a black hole or through a wormhole. Following
are the basic rules followed in the process of MVO [5]:
•

High inflation rate indicate high probability of presence of white
holes and low probability of presence of black holes

•

Higher inflation rate universes will send objects through white
holes and low inflation rates universes will receive objects through
black holes

•

Objects can travel towards best universe through worm holes
which is independent of inflation rates

However, based on [26] black hole and white hole tunneling has been
a misconception because in cosmological multi-verse theory, anything
that gets swallowed by a black hole is likely to emerge from a connected
white hole (making the transportation from black hole towards white hole),
whereas, in MVO, white holes are senders and black holes are receivers of
the objects. Nevertheless, this does not effect the efficiency or performance
of MVO.
At every iteration, universes are sorted and one universe is selected to
have a white hole based on roulette wheel selection. It is done as follows:
 x11 x12  x1d 
 1

x x22  x2d 
U = 2
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2
d
 xn xn  xn 
Where ‘d’ is the number of variables and n is the number of universes in
the population.

r1 < NI (Ui )
r1 ≥ NI (Ui )

(1)

j

Where xi represents jth object of ith universe, NI(UI) is normalized
inflation rate of Ui i.e. ith universe and r1 is a random number between 0 and 1.
xkj is selected with roulette wheel selection which is jth object of kth universe.
Other than this, objects can also travel from one universe to another
through wormholes, independent of inflation rates. To mathematically model
this phenomenon, following equations have been proposed:
 X j + TDR × ((ub j − lb j ) × r 4 + lb j ) r 3 < 0.5
r 2 < WEP

xij =  X j − TDR × ((ub j − lb j ) × r 4 + lb j ) r 3 ≥ 0.5

xij
r 2 ≥ WEP


(2)

Where Xj is the jth object of best universe, TDR and WEP are coefficients,
ubj and lbj are upper and lower bounds respectively, r2, r3 and r4 are random
numbers between 0 and 1. WEP and TDR are calculated using following
equations:
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(3)

Where min is 0.2 and max is set to 1, l is current iteration and L is
maximum iterations.
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Where p is equal to 6 and it controls exploitation.

(4)

Following above equations, MVO starts with random potential solutions
inside the search space and then during the course of iterations, universes
with higher inflation rates tend to send objects to the universes with lower
inflation rates. Apart from that, wormholes also send objects from different
universes towards best universe.

Multi-Verse Optimizer with Time Freeze Effect
Multi-Verse Optimizer with Time Freeze Effect follows all the features
of MVO except for introducing the novel time freeze effect. Time freeze
effect or freezing effect is adopted from cinematography, in which a frame is
frozen including all the objects and characters in the frame except for one
character who is allowed to move around in the frozen frame [6]. It gives
out the effect that time has stopped for everything except that character
and only that character is aware of this change. This effect is introduced for
MVO where the entire universes act as characters of a frame and the best
universe is the character that is allowed to witness this effect.
During time freeze effect, none of the universes except for the best
universe notices any difference in the normal working of the algorithm.
However, best universe gets an opportunity to get the best out of this short
freeze, where it looks around its current location to find a better location with
better fitness value. Five random points inside the vicinity of best universe’s
location are generated and evaluated with objective function. As a result,
best universe is faced with two options:
1) Move to the best of five newly generated locations if it is better than
current position
2) Stay at current position if none of newly generated locations is better
than current position
To model the operations during time freeze effect, following
mathematical model has been proposed:
XTj = 2×r5× (Xj)

(5)

Where XTj is the j object of a newly generated potential position of
the best universe Xj is the jth object of the best universe and r5 is a random
number between 0 and 1. Five independent distinct locations are generated
using equation eq.5 and their fitness value is computed in order to decide
if the best universe will change its location or retain previous one. After this
process, time freeze effect ends and the normal flow continues.
th

Frequency of introducing time freeze effect is optimize-able and impacts
the convergence speed and exploitation efficiency. However, for this paper the
frequency is set to be five, which implies that time freeze effect is applied
during every fifth iteration.
Algorithm of MVOTFE: Initialize random population of universes
Run original MVO algorithm
After certain number of iterations do
Generate five random universes using eq.5
Compute objective value for these five universes
If objective value of any newly generated universe is better
Update the best universe
Continue the normal flow of MVO
Time freeze effect has proven to effectively improve convergence
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speed and exploitation efficiency of MVO owing to its ability to allow the
best universe to avoid local optima faster and better. It also enables the best
universe to hold a better position within its vicinity in lesser time and exploit
it using original algorithm.

Results and Comparative Analysis
Same 19 test functions [5] have been used to test the performance of
MVOTFE as used by MVO. Details of test functions have been provided
in Table 1. These test functions can be divided into three major categories
based on their surface i.e. uni-modal, multi-modal and composite functions
[5]. In uni-modal functions, there is one optimum and they are used to test
the exploitation abilities of an algorithm, whereas, multi-modal functions
have one or more than one local optima, in addition to one global optimum
and these are used to test the exploration abilities of an algorithm because
it involves the search of entire space. Composite functions are even more
complex to provide near to reality problem space and these are used to test
both exploration and exploitation abilities.
During testing on benchmark functions, all the parameters are kept
same as MVO to make a fair comparison. However, to compensate the
time taken during the time freeze effect, population size has been reduced
which ensures that less time is being taken by MVOTFE when compared
to original MVO.
Population size is set to be 20, in contrary to MVO that has used
population size of 30. It effectively reduces the time taken by the algorithm
to complete optimization process. Maximum iterations are limited to 500
and frequency of time freeze effect is set to be after every five iterations.
Apart from these, no tuneable parameter was altered to ensure fair and
significant analysis. All the results are reported after doing 30 independent
runs of MVOTFE for each test function. Results of MVOTFE are stated in
Table 2 and compared with MVO and other famous swarm based algorithms
on benchmark test functions (as reported in [5]).
It can be gathered from the results that MVOTFE provides superior
results in most of the benchmark test functions. Highly significant
improvements in functions f1-f6 show that MVOTFE has better exploitation
abilities. Improvements in functions f7-f13 show that MVOTFE has better
exploration abilities too. Lastly, functions f14-f19 indicates that MVOTFE
effectively balances between exploration and exploitation, giving better
results when compared to other algorithms. Functions, for which MVOTFE
showed state of the art results, among given algorithms, are given in bold
face.

Convergence Analysis
Convergence curves of both MVOTFE and MVO are given in Figure 1.
Blue colored plots represent MVOTFE whereas red colored plots represent
MVO. It can be deduced from convergence curves that MVOTFE has
relatively faster convergence speed when compared to MVO. Furthermore,
the functions where MVO gets stuck, MVOTFE effectively keeps on
improving on most of the test functions. Highly superior exploitation abilities
are exhibited by MVOTFE in uni-modal test functions f1-f6. In multi-modal
benchmark functions, in addition to showing better optimization results,
MVOTFE also shows faster convergence.

Conclusion
An enhancement of a meta-heuristic algorithm Multi-Verse Optimizer
has been proposed in this paper, i.e. Multi-Verse Optimizer with Time
Freeze Effect. It was tested on same 19 benchmark test functions as
MVO. MVOTFE showed significant improvements in exploitation efficiency,
giving improved results on 16 out of 19 benchmark functions. Comparative
analysis also indicated that MVOTFE provides faster convergence. In
future, its application on real life problems is planned.
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